
Disclosure to Promote the Right To Information

Whereas the Parliament of India has set out to provide a practical regime of right to 
information for citizens to secure access to information under the control of public authorities, 
in order to promote transparency and accountability in the working of every public authority, 
and whereas the attached publication of the Bureau of Indian Standards is of particular interest 
to the public, particularly disadvantaged communities and those engaged in the pursuit of 
education and knowledge, the attached public safety standard is made available to promote the 
timely dissemination of this information in an accurate manner to the public. 
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Banking and Financial Services Sectional Committee, MSD 7

NATIONAL FOREWORD

This Intiian Standard which is identical with ISO 6166:2001 ‘Securities and related financiai instruments—
International securities identification numbering system (ISIN)’ issued by the International Organization
for Standardization (lSO) was adopted by the Bureau of Indian Standards on the recommendations of
the Banking and Financial Services Sectional Committee, (MSD 7) and approval of the Management and
Systems Division Council.

With the rapid expansion of international securities business, there is a need for a universally applicable
international securities identification number (ISIN).

Because -of its strong rationalization effect, an internationally applicable numbering system substantially
facilitates and supports international securities business. This Indian Standard provides such a system.

In preparing this Indian Standard, care has been taken to conserve the national systems to the maximum
possible extent, not only because of the good routine and valuable experience in this field, but also to
facilitate the adoption of the system. Moreover, it is aimed at creating a system, which is easy to apply
internationally, and at establishing an information network, which ensures that the required information
can be obtained worldwide immediately.

The text of the International Standard has been approved as suitable for publication as an Indian Standard
without deviations. Certain conventions are, however, not identical to those used in Indian Standards.
Attention is particularly drawn to the following:

a) Wherever the words ‘International Standard’ appear referring to this standard, they should
be read as ‘Indian Standard’.

b) Comma (,) has been used as a decimal marker while in Indian Standards, the current practice
is to use a point ( ) as the decimal marke’r.

In the adopted standard, normative references appear to the following International Standards for which
Indian Standards also exist. The corresponding Indian Standards, which are to be substituted in their
place, are listed below along with their degree of equivalence for the editions indicated:

International Standard Corresponding Indian Standard Degree of
Equivalence

1S03166-1:1997 1S14836:2000/1S031 66-1:1997 Codes for Identical
the representation of names of countr(es
and their subdivisions : Part 1 Country
codes

ISO 4217:2001 IS 15413: 2003/1S0 4217:2001 Codes for do
the representation of currencies and funds

In the adopted standard, normative references appear to the following standards for which no Indian
Standards exist:

International Standard Title

ISO 3166-2:1998 Codes for the represenkaticm of names of countries and their subdivisions —
Part 2: Country subdivision code

ISO 3166-3:1999 Codes for the representation of names of countries and their subcYivisions—
Part 3: Code for formerly used names of countries

The Technical Committee responsible for the preparation of this standard has reviewed the provisions of
the above referred standards and has decided that they are acceptable for use in conjunction with this
standard.

Annexes A, B and C form a normative part of this Indian Standard. Annex D is for information only.
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Indian Standard

SECIJRITIES AND RELATED FINANCIAL
INSTRUMENTS—INTERNATIONAL SECURITIES
IDENTIFICATION NUMBERING SYSTEM (ISIN)

1 Scope

This International Standard provides a uniform structure for international securities identification numbers (ISINS). H
is intended for use in any application in the trading and administration of securities and other financial instruments.

2 Normative references

The following normative documents contain provisions which, through reference in this text, constitute provisions of
this International Standard. For dated references, subsequent amendments to, or revisions ‘of, any of these
publications do not apply. However, parties to agreements based on this International Standard are encouraged to
investigate the possibility of applying the most recent editions of the normative documents indicated below. For
undated references, the latest edition of the normative document referred to applies. Members of ISO and IEC
maintain registers of currently valid International Standards.

ISO 3166 (all parts), Codes for the representation of names of countries and their subdivisions.

ISO 4217, Codes for the representation of currencies and funds.

3 Term and definition

For the purposes of this International Standard, the following term and definition applies.

3.1
ISIN
international securities identification number
code which uniquely identifies a specific security or other financial instrument

4 Principles

The ISIN shall consists of

a) a prefix which is the alpha-2 country-code specified in ISO 3166;

b) the basic number, which is nine characters (letters and/or digits) in length. Where the existing national
number consists of nine characters, this number shall be used; where the existing national number consists of
fewer than nine characters, this also shall be used, but zeros shall be inserted in front of the national number.
Where a national check digit exists, it shall be regarded as part of the basic number within the nine characters;

c) a check digit, computed using the modulus 10 “Double-Add Double” formula as described in annex A.
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5 ISIN allocation

5.1 Countries where a numbering agency exists

For countries where a numbering agency exists, the responsible agency shall allocate the ISIN following the
principles of clause 4 and in accordance with the competence described in annex B.

5.2 Countries where no numbering agency exists

For countries where no national numbering agency exists, the designated substitute agency shall allocate an ISIN,
An ISIN allocated by a substitute agency shall be prefixed in accordance with clause 4.

5.3 Existing ISINS and existing securities without ISINS

All existing ISINS assigned in accordance with previous editions of this International Standard shall remain
unchanged. However, the allocation of ISINS for existing securities and financial instruments without ISINS shall be
based on the most recent edition.

5.4 Application for ISIN

An application (see annex C) for allocation of an ISIN maybe submitted to the relevant numbering agency or where
applicable to the substitute agency. For existing issues, any professional in the security business may apply.

It is recommended that the lead managerlissuer apply for allocation of the ISIN prior to the launching of a new
issue.

The numbering agencies will allocate ISINS in a timely manner in order to meet market needs.

When an ISIN cannQt be obtained according to 5.1 or 5.2, the matter should be resolved according to rules defined
by the registration authority.

5.5 Exchange of information

In order to ensure that information is readily available worldwide, the agencies as mentioned shall exchange
information among themselves concerning ISINS.

6 Registration authority

In accordance with the provision of annex N of Part 1 of the lSO/lEC Directives, the ISO Council has designated
the Association of National Numbering Agencies (ANNA scrl) as the registration authority for this International
Standard.

7 Information and enquiries

Information and enquiries regarding the implementation of this International Standard and the allocation of ISINS,
together with copies of the list of national numbering agencies and substitute numbering agencies, may be
addressed to the Secretariat of the registration authority.

.
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The operating address of the ISO6166 registration authority is as follows:

Association of National Numbering Agencies scrl

Mr. Alain Duhamel, Executive Secretary

CIOEuroclear France

115, rue Reaumur

FR-75081 Paris Cedex 02

France
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Annex A
(normative)

Formula for computing modulus 10 “Double-Add-Double” check digit

The following steps are involved in this calculation:

a) Step 1

Alphabetic characters are assigned the numeric values shown in Table A. 1.

Table A.1

rCharacter

A

B

c
D

E

Value I Character

T
10 F

11 G

12 H

13

14 J

Value

15

16

17

18

19

Character I Value

K I 20
L 21

M 22

N 23

0 24

~haract

T

Q

R

s
T

Value

-%-
26
27
28
29

Character

u
v
w
x
Y
z

Value

30
31
32
33
34
35

b) Step 2

Double the value of alternate digits beginning with the first right-hand digit (low order), including zeros

c) Step 3

Add the individual digits comprising the products obtained in step 2 and each of the unaffected digits in the original
number.

d) Step 4

Subtract the totai obtained in step 3 from the next higher number ending in O [this is the equivalent of calculating
the “tens complement” of the low order digit (unit digit) of the total]. If the total obtained in step 3 is a number
ending in zero (30, 40, etc.), the check digit is O.

EXAMPLES

W.R. Grace and Co. shares

us 383883105

~ ~~ ~ J ~~~ N!j
21 2121212121 2
60 48686 8163 20 10

6+o +4+8+6+8+6+8+ l+6+3+2+o+l+o= 59

Checkdigit 1
—
60

4
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Hitachi Ltd. shares

JP 378860 000

j&l Z3Z B~~Q QXJ
21 2121212 1 212
29 45 67 1 68120 000

2+9+4+5+6+7+1+6 +8+l+2+o+o+o= 51

Check digit 9
—

60

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (World bank) 15 1/8 Y.

due 15 December 1991

us 4590 5 6 D G 9

~ &~~!5Q ~ ~ 2
21 212121212121 2
60 48 85 180 10 6 23 26 18

6+o+4+8+ 8+5+l+8+o+l +o+6+2+3+2+6+l +8= 69

Checkdigit 1
—
70
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Annex B
(normative)

Competence of numbering agencies

Category Type of issue Prefix/NNA

QUITIES Shares
— ordinary, convetilble, preferred shares Alpha-2 country code of the country where the issuer

is legally registered or, in the absence of registration,

has his legal domicile allocated by the responsible

NNA or substitute agency.

Units

investment trusts, mutual funds Alpha-2 country code of the issuer’s country
allocated by the responsible. NNA or substitute
agency.

Depository receipts

– representing equities The rules set up for equities also apply to this type.

The rules set up for bonds also apply to this type.

IEBT Bonds and debt instruments other than
QSTRUMENTS international

– domestic or foreign issuer ISO 3T66 alpha-2 country code of the country of the

– domestic or foreign currency lead manager assigned by the responsible National

– domestic offering
Numbering Agency or substitute agency.

International bonds and debt instruments

- domestic or foreign issuer

- domestic or foreign currency
— international offering (debt securities for sale in

more than one country simultaneously by an
international management group, i.e. with
managers of more than one country) where:

— the depot of all such securities upo n Alpha-2 country code of the country of the CSD

issuance is made with the Central Securitie s assigned by the responsible NNA or substitute

Depository (CSD) of one country agency.

— the depot of all such securities UPOn XS (prefix attributed to the International Clearing

issuance is made with the Central Securities Systems).
Depository (CSD) of more than one count ry

or with an International Central Securitie s

Depository (ICSD)

Stripped coupons and principal
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Category

ENTITLEMENTS

DERIVATIVES

)THERS

Type of issue

Rights

Warrants

not attached to debt instruments

originally issued with debt instruments

Options

Futures

Commodities

Currencies

– as defined in ISO 4217

Indices

- Referential indices used in the financial sector
and calculated by financial institutions (Stock
Exchanges and others)

interest rates

- Referential interest rates, as defined by term
and currency, used in the financial sector and

calculated by financial institutions

Prefix/NNA

Upha-2 country code of the issuer’s country

Wocated by the responsible NNA or substitute

lgency.

Upha-2 country code of the issuer’s country
allocated by the responsible NNA or substitute
Igency.

rherules setup for bonds also apply to this type.

:ach contract defined by expiration month and strike

xice will get an ISIN which gets the prefix of the

:ountry of the exchange issuing the specific

~erivative instrument.

:ach contract defined by expiration month and strike

]rice will get an tSIN which gets the prefix of the

:ountry of the exchange issuing the specific

~erivative instrument.

%e ISIN per good and exchange, even if several

:xchanges exist in the same country. Quality

differences within the same good should not be taker

nto account.

The ISIN should bear the prefix of the issuer country

In case of cross rates, the prefix should correspond

to the issuer country of the fixed currency of the ratio

The allocation of ISINS should occur with the prefix o

the originator’s country.

The ISIN should bear the prefix of the originator’s

country.
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Annex C
(normative)

Minimum information

Generally, the following information shall be provided upon application for allocation of an ISIN by an agency

— name and description of issue (including class or denomination);

— name and domicile of issuep

— name and domicile of lead manager or the management group (for debt securities);

— name and country of the CSD/lCSD for International debt securities;

name and country of the Exchange for derivatives and commodities;

— rate, maturity, coupon payment date;

— currency.

Applications to national agencies shall be in conformity with the rules of the individual numbering agencies,
meaning that additional information may be requested by some numbering agencies.
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Annex D
(informative)

Examples

Issuer’s Lead
Type Issue description Issuer or origin count ~ manager’s Prefix ISIN

country

Share — W.R. Grace and Co., New us — us US3838831051

certificates York N.Y.

share — Hitachi Ltd., Tokyo JP — JP JP3788600009

certificates

)epository Hitachi Ltd. Deutsche Deutscher Auslandskassen- DE — DE DEOO08570441

eceipts for Zertifikate verein AG, Frankfurt a.M.

;hares

MutualFund Unifonds Union-lnvestmentgesellschaft DE — DE DEOOO8491OO2

Share GmbH, Frankfurt a.M.

certificates

‘oreign Bonds 14?’o S-Debentures due Mobil Exploration and Produc- AN us us US606904AB65

85.5.26 ing Finance Netherlands B.V.

‘oreign Bonds 8% Guaranteed S-Bonds Nationale Nederlanden AN NL NL NLOOOO087716
1975to1983/1988 ex Finance Corp. (Cura$ao) N.V.

warrants Willemstad/Curagao

nternational Floating rate Bonds due Mortgage Securities Plc GB GB Xs XSOO15008302

3onds 2028/09/15

international 4%% DMBonds due Mitsubishi Oil Company, JP DE DE DEOO04040753

Bonds 1991/95withwarrants Limited

International 4 % Guaranteed S-Bonds Naigai Co., Ltd. JP GB Xs XSO032811084
Bonds due 1995with warrants

Options Opciones sobrelBEX35, MEFFRentaVariable ES — ES ESOAOO071720
Call,16/06/2000

Strike: 12000

Futures Futurossobre Bono MEFFRenta Fija ES — ES ESOBOOOOI056

NocionallOafios

16/06/1999

Indices IBEX 35 Spanish Continuous Market ES — ES ESOSIOOOOO05
for Shares Index

Interest rates three-month LIBOR London Interbank Offered GB — GB GBOO09950436
Rate

Commodities Aluminium Alloy London Metal Exchange GB — GB GBOO09950659

Currencies Deutsche Mark Wertpapier-Mitteilungen DE — DE DEOO09695817
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Bureau of Indian Standards

BIS is a statutory institution established under the Bureau of Mian Standards Act, 1986 to promote
harmonious development of the activities of standardization, marking and quality certification of
goods and attending to connected matters in the country.

Copyright

BIS has-the copyright of all its publications. No part of these publications may be reproduced in any

form without the prior permission in writing of BIS. This does not preclude the free use, in the course

of implementing the standard, of necessary details, such as symbols and sizes, type or grade

designations. Enquiries relating to copyright be addressed to the Director (Publication), BIS.

Review of Indian Standards

Amendments are issued to standards as the need arises on the basis of comments. Standards are also

reviewed periodically; a standard along with amendments is reaffirmed when such review indicates that

no changes are needed; if the review indicates that changes are needed, it is taken up for revision.

Users of Indian Standards should ascertain that they are in possession of the latest amendments or

edition by referring to the latest issue of ‘BIS Catalog.ue’ and ‘Standards: Monthly Additions’.

This Indian Standard has been developed from Dot: No. MSD 7 (266).
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